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 Deejaysystem Video VJ2 is available for users who want to enjoy movies on their home VHS player. or who want to create
their own music videos or wedding videos on a digital video recorder. It's easy to operate and you can watch video files that are
recorded on a VHS camera in a personal movie recorder. It's free to use without registering. deejaysystem vj 2  Deejaysystem

Video VJ2 features dual operation: It can be used as a movie player to watch digital movies that you have created on your home
VHS camcorder or as a video recorder to create digital videos. This is an easy-to-operate and flexible digital movie player and
video recorder, and is also a handy system that lets you create your own high-quality movies and videos in HD . It is a useful
program that lets you watch recorded digital video clips on a home VCR . It can convert digital video files to standard VHS

format to play on a VCR and also convert standard VHS files to digital format to use on a digital video recorder (DVR) . It can
even act as a server and record digital video clips so you can watch them later on the same computer without a network.

Deejaysystem Video VJ2 is easy to use and can easily play digital video files . It can display up to three windows at the same
time. It can be easily operated with the keyboard or mouse. It's very stable and has powerful playback and recording functions.
It supports a variety of video formats, and it is easy to edit videos in a variety of ways. Deejaysystem Video VJ2 also lets you

create your own movies and record videos. You can use it as a DVD authoring system, or you can even record digital video files
in a digital video recorder, such as Camtasia. You can create movies in different ways: a slideshow, a movie editing and voice-

over creation, a movie recording and image printing, a movie camera simulation, a movie editing tool, a training presentation, or
a movie creating and editing tool. Features Supports the following video formats and video codecs: DV25, DV50, DVCPRO
HD, DVCPRO100, DVCPROHD, XDCAM, XDCAM SP, XDCAM EX, XDCAM EX2, XDCAM EX8, XDCAM SP2, D
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